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SIGNIFICANCE OF IMAGE-CHARGE F I E W ON THE WRITE PERFORMANCE
OF A POLE-KEEPER

HEAL.)

Martin F. Beusekamp and Jan H. Fluitman
Abstract - This paper presents a method for the computation'Ihe first term in( 3 ) is the head field as it would occur in
of the magnetization and magnetic-field distributions of one
the absence of a recording layer [ 2 ] , the second term is the
is used in a
transition ina perpendicular recording layer. It
(H = -M), while the third
self-demagnetizing field in the layer
thick single-pole head keeper layer configuration to show that
term mustbe ascribed to the image-charge field, caused by the
image-charge effects are significant and have a geometryreflection of magnetic charge of the recording layer in the
dependent impact on both height and gradient of the transition.
p l e piece and keeper layer. From
( 3 ) , the significance of the
In
image-charge field is obvious, especially when small.
g/t is
lNnWlXXIoN
fact, it causes the high efficiency of the perpendicular
recording head in the presence of a keeper layer.
Inthediscussionconcerningthemeritsofperpendicular
Equation ( 3 ) can be rewritten as:
recording compared to longitudinal recording, Iwasaki et al.
stated that the interaction between the magnetized recording
layerandthemainpolegivesriseto"steepfield
distributions" [l], while on the other hand Mallinson et al.
stated that the field gradients of pole-keeper heads are
which gives us, apart from the hysteresis loop of fig. 2, a
"virtually identical" to those of ring heads
[2]. In this
second relation betweenM and H in the recording layer. Itis
paper, the exact shape of a magnetization transition written
clearbythat the presence of the (g<m)
head causes a steepening
is computed and the
a pole-keeper head of given geometry
M = -H, while a magnetoof the slope of the initial relation
accompagnying fields are analysed.
notive force nI driving the head causes a vertical shift of
The geometryof the investigated recording system is given in
line (fig. 2). The initial situation beingA, the positioning
fig. 1, which shows the right-hand edge of a thick single pole
of the head will decrease the magnetic field in the recording
[31) opposite a perpendicular recording
head(e.g.Ohtsubo
layeruntil
B is reached. A magnetomotiveforcenI=t'.Hc
layer with thickness t and separated from this main pole will
by restore
an
situationA, a further increase of nI causes a
air gap g. The recording layer is backed by a keeper layer
withof magnetization, for instance until C is reached. A
change
an assumed p=oD and has an initial magnetizationM, in the
decrease of nI to zero will then result in situation D and
direction as drawn. The recording layer material is assumed toremoving the head will cause the magnetization to relax
to
E.
have
rectangular
a
(intrinsic)
hysteresis
loop
with
&>& (fig. 2). The head can induce a field opposite to
&, thereby writing one transition in the region near the
edge of the head.

RECORDING PROCESS IN THE DEEP GAP REGION

In the region inside the head and far from the edge (fig.
l),
Maxwell's laws canbe written as:
g.%

+

t.H

=

nI

Fig. 2. Assumed intrinsic hysteresis loop of the recording
layer.

(1)
RECORDING PROCESS NEAR THE

Hg=H+M

EDSEOF THE HEAD

(2)

General.
From these equations it
is clear that, without a magnetomotive
% will not equal zero and
force driving the head (nI=O),
Near the edge of the head, the image-charge field
is still
will be opposite to the self-demagnetizing field
H. Eliminating
significant. Its computation is not trivial, and has so far
% from (1) and (2) will give:
been neglected in literature. The image-charge influence can be
derived from a computation of the magnetization distribution i
theedgeregion,whichisbased
on theassumptionthat
H=%
in every part of the recording layer during writing.
[41 andwasalready
This is shownbyWielingaetal.
Manuscript received February 27, 1985.
illustrated by fig.2.
The authors are with
mente University of Technology,
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The recording layer region near the edge
of the head
is
Box 217,7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands.
subdivided into n narrow stripes having magnetic fields
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magnetizations
and
Mj
(l<=j<=n).
We
consider
along,thegap.Therefore,
l+, can be approximatedby
a
known analytical function (Karlqvist
[5], Szczech [ 6 ] ) , but can
two
n-dimensional
,Mn
as
H1r-**tHn
and
MII.
and
I M respectlvely. The magnetic field in each stripe
vectors €
also be calculated as discussed in the next subsection.
1) thelocalheadfield
mnsists ofthreecontributions:
Hh, 2) the
contribution
Hf
of
the
recording
layer
With image charges taken into account.
regions outside the subdivided area, where the magnetization
is
assumed to be constant, and 3) the contribution I$,,, caused
For the compbtation of Dl including the influence of image
by the magnetization in all
n considered stripes. The vector
charges, the contours of the
pole pieces of fig.
48 are
I+,,, consisting of the
n values of. Hm, can therefore be
transformed into a straight line by
a conformal mapping method
written as [DI.n, where. Dl is an n*n-matrix containing the
(fig. 4 ) . The top surface of the recording layer will map into
mgnetic interactions between each pair of stripes.
The sum of
a curve in the right half plane and any magnetization on that
the field contributions, which as stated must equal €I,-,can
surface will be mirrored by the above mentioned straight line.
now be written as:
be recomputed
by
transforming
the
end
Every
dij
can
surfaces of both the i-th and j-th stripes, assuming unity
Bh+FIf+ Dl.U=&
(5)
magnetic charges with opposite signs
in surfaces of
the end
the
i-th
stripe
and
deriving
the
potential
difference
between
the
where H, is a vector containing n elements witha numerical
end surfaces of the j-th stripe in the transformed domain. This
valueof
Thisimplicitsolutionof
M canbemade
ptential difference will not
be affected by the (inverse)
explicit by inverting[Dl and rearranging the terms:
transformation, so that dividing it by the recording layer
thickness t will result in dij. Now, dij will depend on
H = Dl-1{H, lk,
(6)
tath the distance between the i-th and j-th stripe,
as well as
theirpositionswithrespecttothe
edge ofthehead.
Now, M caneasilybecalculatedif
[Dl, lk, and af are
D] will be disturbed. Bf can
Therefore, the syrrmetry of
known.
again be computed,as t h e effect of infinitely sized "stripes"
a computedpotential
and I+, willeasilyresultfrom
Without imige charges taken into account.
difference in the transformed domain with
a known potential
difference force on the transformed parts the
of pole pieces
If we neglect the image charges, the only influence the
of the equivalent ring head.
magnetization
Mi
in
the
i-tb
stripe
performs
on
the
magnetic
field
H. in
the
j-th
stripe'
is the
selfrnl
law
demagnetization, wdich can be calculated by Coulomb's
using
for magnetic charges:

..

f

&.

-

c=p

-

t'

.

F

4 ar3

m

(7)

unit surface charge Mdxdz on the top surface and a unit
charge -Mdxdz on the bottom surface of the recording layer
together induce a field dH at
a specified point (x,y,z),
which can
be calculated w i d (7) (fig. 3 ) . Note that the
concentration of magnetic charge in the top and bottom surfaces
of the recording layer implies the assumptiona homogeneous
of
mgnetizationdistributionwithineachofthestripes.
Integrating Mdxdz over the top and bottom surface of the i-th
Fig. 4. A) Given pole-keeper head geometry.
< x < Xi+Ax and -a<z <a) and integrating
stripe (xi
B) Equivalent ring head geometry.
dHy
over
the
face
of
the
j-th
stripe
(xj
<
C) Resulting geometry after conformal mapping.
x < Xj+AX and 0 < y < t) gives us the possibility to
compute the contribution of the magnetization in the i-th
stripe to the magnetic field in the j-th stripe. Evaluation for
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
all combinations of i and j will yield [Dl. It is clear that
dij only depends on the distance between the i-th and j-th
Figure 5 illustrates the significance of the image-charge
stripe, so ID] will be a symetric tensor. af canbe
field. Without it, the magnetization tends to peak near the
calculated similarly by considering the recording. layer regions
transition, due to the fact that the recording layer near
the
outside the subdivided area as "stripes" with an infinite
transition is magnetized rather than demagnetized by its rightwidth.
hand part. The image-charge field partially compensates the
The top surface of the keeper layer
is an equipotential
be consideredasan
self-demagnetizingfield.Thiscan
surface, just as the symnetry-axisa ring
of head is (fig. 4 ) .
enhancement of the effective field underneathpole
the as well
The given geometry can therefore
be considered as one halfa of
as a reductionoftheself-demagnetizationwithinthe
ring head, with the recording layer running through, instead of
transition.
The
result
is the
disappearance
of
the
magnetization peak (unless g/t<<l) and an increase deep
of the
Y
is clear that the smaller g/t
is chosen,
gap magnetization. It
the more influence the image-charge field will have. It was
observedthatwithg/t>>l
(an unpractical situation), the
magnetization distributions computed with and without the image
charges, although computed by essentially different algorithms,
were exactly the same. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the effect
for two g/t-ratios.
After computing a transition with image charges taken into
account, the self-demagnetizing field that is caused by the
mmputed magnetization distribution can be calculated with
Coulomb's law as mentioned previously. The contribution of the
image-charge field can now be calculated by subtracting both
X.
X.+AX
Xi
Xi+AX
this self-demagnetizing field as well as the head field from
Q. The result of this splitis shown in fig. 7. Adding the
j-th stupe
i-th stripe
image-charge field to the head field results in
a higher
effective head field and head-field gradient, causing
a higher
Fig. 3. Determination of dij without taking the image
andsteepertransition,asalreadyshown(fig.
5).
The
charges into account.
is smaller
gradient of the image-charge field itself however,
A

~
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than that of the head field. Normalization on the
deepgap
mgnetization therefore, results in a smaller gradient of
mgnetization (fig. 8).
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Fig. 5. Magnetization distribution with and without the
image-charge field taken into account (t=0.7pm,
g=O.3pm). The deep-gap head field equals
2 Hc
in both cases.
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~Fig 8
~. Magnetization
~
~
~distribution
l
~ with
~ and
~ without
~
~ the l
image-charge field taken into account (t=0.7pm,
g=0.3pm). The deep-gap head fields are such, that
the deep-gap magnetization equals
2 Hc in both
cases.
The results are given with the activated head in position. The
removal of the head will cause the total field to decrease.
Under the given assumption, a rectangular intrinsic hysteresis
loop with rectangular minor loops, all magnetization values
will remain constant under the decreasing field until the leftis reached. The relaxation
hand edge of the hysteresis loop
be described
by an
process which will then take place, can
also
algorithm. It is clear that the magnetization of the part of
the recording layer which is in the deep-gap region during
writing, will ultimately relax to M=Hc. This will cause the
typical self-magnetization peak in the transition region to
occur, as was already observed in a preliminary run of the
be published in the near
relaxation algorithm. Results will
future.
CCNCLUSIDNS
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Fig. 6. Magnetization distribution with and without the
image-charge field,taken into account (t=0.3pm,
w . 7 pm) The deepgap head field equals 2 Hc
in both cases.

.

It can be concludedfromthecompltedmagnetizationand
mgnetic-field distributions of a transition in a perpendicular
recordinglayerthattheeffectsofimagechargesare
significant and geometry-dependent. Their influence can be
considered as an enhancement of the magnetomotive force by
which the head is driven, resulting in higher and steeper
transitions. On the other hand, the on
effect
the height of the
transition
is
larger
than
that
on
the
gradient
of
mgnetization. Therefore, if the magnetization under the head
is normalized, a lower maximum gradient in the transition is
found. The self-magnetization peak, a typical feature of
a
perpendicularly recorded transition, is not present during
writing, but will appear after the head is removed from the
recording layer.
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